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We have improved the theoretical triplet ground-state potential of I iq by means of an inverse
perturbation analysis, and find that the diatomic scattering length for Li atoms in the F = 2,
mF = 2 ground-state hyperfine level is negative. The consequences of this result for achieving
Bose-Einstein condensation in a trapped ultracold Li gas sample are addressed.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk

The ideal degenerate quantum gas, consisting of in-

distinguishable particles with de Broglie wavelength A )
n tjs, where n is the density of the gas, is a fundamental
paradigm of quantum statistical mechanics. Yet there are
no observations of even a weakly interacting gas in the
degenerate quantum regime. In a weakly interacting gas,
the interactions are due to binary collisions; multiple-
body collisions occur so infrequently that their efFect can
be neglected. Unlike quantum liquids, the properties of
a weakly interacting quantum gas may be calculated us-

ing perturbation theory [1]. The realization of a weakly
interacting degenerate quantum gas may provide the op-
portunity to observe and study the most spectacular pre-
dictions of quantum statistical mechanics, Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC), and gaseous superfluidity, in a well-

characterized, simple system.
The most attractive candidate to observe these phe-

nomena is a spin-polarized gas of atomic hydrogen atoms,
which as composite particles obey Bose-Einstein statis-
tics [2]. Spin-polarized ground-state H interacts via the
largely repulsive triplet potential. The attractive van der
Waals interaction between atoms produces a 6 K deep
well at intermediate range, but this well is too shallow to
support bound states. Spin-polarized atomic hydrogen
gas is predicted to remain gaseous even for temperatures
approaching zero. The most promising strategy for real-
izing BEC in atomic hydrogen now appears to be (light-
induced [3]) evaporative cooling of a spin-polarized H gas
sample in a magnetic trap with a three-dimensional mag-
netic field minimum [4]. However, despite intense efFort

the necessary low temperature and high density required
to observe BEC have not yet been attained. The most re-

cently published results are n —10 cm and T = 100
pK [5], which is about a factor of 3 above the condensa-
tion temperature at this density.

Magnetically trapped spin-polarized alkali atoms
might also be used to investigate weakly interacting
quantum gases. There has been much progress in the
past few years in trapping alkali atoms and manipulat-
ing them using laser radiation [6]. In particular, alkali
atoms have been cooled to near the "recoil limit" T~
= (hk)z/mk~, where k is the wave number of the near-

resonant laser radiation and m is the mass of the atom.
TR ranges from 0.2 pK for Cs to 6 yK for Li atoms laser
cooled on their principal optical transitions. Laser radi-
ation at the corresponding wavelengths for these transi-
tions is easily generated since they are in the visible or
near-infrared portion of the spectrum. Li is an attractive
candidate for these experiments. There are two stable
isotopes of Li: ~Li obeys Bose-Einstein statistics, while
sLi obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics. Therefore, it is possible
to compare both quantum statistics with a single exper-
imental setup. Li has clear advantages from the theoret-
ical point of view relative to the heavier alkalis. Because
of the small number of electrons the diatomic interaction
potentials of the Liz system can be calculated more accu-
rately. In particular, for the work described below, there
is close agreement between difFerent calculations of long
range dispersion and exchange potentials which play a de-
cisive role in ultracold collisions. In this respect, Li + Li
is an interesting intermediate system between H + H, for
which it has been possible to calculate the ground-state
potentials rigorously [7] and the heavier alkali diatoms,
for which the uncertainties are far larger. Purthermore,
the S = 0 and S = 1 potentials are much less attrac-
tive than for the heavier alkalis, which combined with
the low atomic mass leads to a lower number of widely
spaced bound levels close to the continuum. As a conse-
quence, it is far easier to derive a value for the scattering
length from spectroscopic data alone than, for instance,
for Cs where very small changes in the potential induce
sizable difFerences in the scattering length and even in

the number of bound levels, although much progress has
be n made to derive the scattering length from measured
frequency shifts in a cesium atomic fountain [8]. In ad-
dition, the much weaker atomic S I hyper6ne interac-
tion makes it possible to devise simple models for the
competition of exchange forces and hyper6ne coupling in
ultracold atom-atom scattering [9]. Finally, the largely
unknown role of the spin-spin interaction [10,11] (which
makes the dipolar decay rate of the densit;y of a heavier
alkali gas in a magnetic trap so uncertain) is expected to
be virtually absent in Li + Li, again because of the low

Z value.
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Although alkali atoms are attractive for these inves-

tigations, spin-polarized alkali atoms are not as weakly
interacting as spin-polarized hydrogen. For example, the
depth of the van der Waals well in the triplet potential of
Li is 480 K and is predicted to support 10 bound vibra-
tional energy levels for sLi and 11 for 7Li [12]. Many more
bound levels will be supported by the triplet potential of
the heavier alkali atoms. On a time scale during which
thr"=-body collisions can be neglected, however, these
bound levels are not formed and a description of the prop-
erties of the gas in terms of a single quantity, the two-
body s-wave scattering length a = —limy p tan 6o(k)/k,
is appropriate at ultracold temperatures (k

~

a ]&& 1).
The sign of a then turns out to be of crucial significance.
a ) 0 represents an effectively repulsive potential, and
collisions can be modeled as those between hard spheres
of radius a. The thermodynamic properties of such a
gas can be obtained as a power series expansion in the
parameter (nas)'~z [1]. For negative values of the scat-
tering length the interaction is effectively attractive and
the Bose-condensed state is predicted to be unstable in
a spatially homogeneous system [13]. Also other features
are lost which are characteristic of BEC: (1) The usual
discussion of the Bose condensate in terms of a Bogoli-
ubov transformation [13] crucially depends on a positive
value of the scattering length [14]; (2) closely connected
with this, the quasiparticle concept breaks down; (3) the
quartic term for the free energy as a function of the order
parameter (Q) is negative, precluding the application of
the Landau theory of second-order phase transitions. It
is not clear at present how this situation changes in the
inhomogeneous situation of a trap experiment. It is pos-
sible in principle that a fractionally significant occupation
of a single-particle ground state occurs in such an exper-
iment as a transient phenomenon. The zero point energy
may help stabilize the system against collapse for some
time. A treatment of the inhomogeneous time-dependent
Bose system with a & 0 does not exist in the literature.
It is clear, however, on the basis of the above-mentioned
aspects of the homogeneous system that a negative sign
of a will have profound influence on a possible transient
BEC type state occurring in such an experiment. For
instance, the Hartree-Fock equation for the condensate
wave function, known as the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
[15], does not have a solution. At the present time, the
many fascinating questions associated with the dynamics
of an inhomogeneous Bose gas with a negative scattering
length remain unexplored theoretically as well as experi-
mentally. This underlines the importance of determining
the sign of a for the various alkali gases for which BEC
is attempted experimentally.

In this paper we present results of calculations which
show that the scattering length for the scattering of two
Li ground-state atoms with F = 2, mF = 2 is negative.
Apart from the sign of the scattering length, knowledge
of the Li + Li interaction potentials is crucial for predict-
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FIG. 1. Differences of experimental and theoretical energy
eigenvslues [b E„q = (E„q —Epp) —(E„z—Epp)'"~] before
(dashed lines) and after IPA (solid lines) for rovibrational lev-

els with v & 7. The values of v corresponding to the lines can
be recognized by their maximum J values, which are indicated
by the arrows.

ing the rate of decay of a trapped Li gas sample due to
dipolar relaxation and thre"-body recombination. Work
along this line is planned as a continuation of this project.

The starting point of the present work was the 6Li
triplet ground-state potential obtained by Zemke and
Stwalley [12] via a "dense" Rydberg-Klein-Rees analy-
sis of spectroscopic data from Ref. [16] and the addi-
tion of short- and long-range analytical parts. Using
this potential for Li we calculate a scattering length
—16ap & a & —10ap depending on the values of the dis-
persion and exchange parameters. When solving the
Schrodinger equation for the ~Liz triplet levels, however,
we find discrepancies b,E„g with the spectroscopic term
values which exceed the experimental uncertainties. In
view of this, we have improved the potential by means
of an inverse perturbation analysis (IPA) [17]: a correc-
tion AV is obtained in the form of a linear combination

Q, c;f, (r) of suitably chosen basis functions. Equating
the first-order energy perturbations to the desired en-

ergy shifts produces a set of linear equations for the co-
efficients c, , which allows bV to be calculated. This
procedure is repeated until convergence, using the new
"unperturbed" eigenfunctions in every iteration. The ex-
perimental data set includes the tt & 7 levels from Ref.
[16]. It is now being extended and improved by new mea-
surements. Preliminary results [18]support the quality of
the IPA potential derived here. In Fig. 1 we present the
discrepancies b,E„q = (E„g —Esp)"' —(E„g —Epp)'"~
for all bound v & 7 levels before and after IPA.

We consider the potential thus obtained to be suffi-

ciently accurate to determine the scattering length in the
following way. We define a phase difference P(E, J) be-
tween radial solutions of the Schrodinger equation at en-

ergy E & 0 and angular momentum J found by outward
and inward integration starting with regular boundary
conditions. We consider only high levels for which this
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phase has an unambiguous value in the classically al-
lowed region. We define P as a continuous function of
energy, equal to vm for E equal to an eigenvalue E„p.
Calculations for various choices of V(r) indicate that the
differences of P with E and J over the relevant E and J
ranges are negligibly changed by reasonable changes in V.
This is clear intuitively, since difFerentiation of the phase

f k(r)dr with respect to E or J(J+ 1) tends to em-

phasize the dependence on the more reliable long-range
potential. We therefore assume that our IPA potential
describes sufficiently accurately the variations of P(E, J)
with E and J and determine the change b,P in P(0, 0)
needed to fit the differences of the higher measured lev-

els. Figure 2 shows the discrepancies between measured
and calculated energy difFerences for the v = 6, 7, 8 and
9 levels as a function of b,P or equivalently vo. The dia-

gram also shows the value of the scattering length, which
can be calculated for each value of P(0, 0). The hP values

for the various energy splittings do indeed difFer by small

parts (3'%%uo at most) of the period vr. Furthermore, very
small changes of P(0, 0) are apparently sufficient to fit
the experimental values. We find —0.04 & b,P & +0.035
or 10.79 & vD & 10.81. For the scattering length we

find a negative value: —19.9ap & 6 & —12.2ap. Varying
the dispersion and exchange coefficients over their error
bars [12] enlarges this interval to —27.8ap & a & —7.lap.

As in the case of Cs [11,19] the upper level of the lower

hyperfine manifold is another possible candidate for BEC
( Li: F = 1, m~ = —1). This state is also a low-field

seeking state for magnetic fields less than 140 G, but at
higher fields the sign of its Zeeman shift reverses due

to hyperfine mixing. This imposes a rather low max-
imum trap depth of only 1 mK. The existence of this

alternative in the case of the alkalis is of great impor-
tance, since it may be essential for avoiding the "relax-
ation explosion" upon crossing the BEC phase transition
line which has been predicted [20] for the case of magnet-
ically trapped H: The magnetic dipole decay rate for the
I" = 1, mF ———1 state goes to zero for B ~ 0. It will be
necessary to derive the 7Li singlet potential in order to
carry out the coupled-channel calculations necessary to
derive the scattering length for the scattering of F = 1,
m~ = —1 atoms. Like in the case of Cs [11]it is to be ex-

pected that resonances will show up for particular values
of the external magnetic field [21]. The ability to change
the sign of the scattering length by a variation of B in

the environment of a suitable resonance is an intriguing
possibility.

In conclusion, we have found convincing evidence for
a negative sign of the scattering length for Li + Li
triplet scattering and discussed its implications for the
collective quantum behavior of an ultracold 7Li gas sam-

ple in a magnetic trap.
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FIG. 2. Discrepancies between measured and calculated

energy difFerences (left axis, solid lines) snd scattering length
(right axis, dashed line) as s function of bP or vo. The
(v + 1, J)-(v, J) combinations for the lines from above to
below at b,P = 0 sre (8,9)-(7,9), (8,11)-(7,11), (8,6)-(7,6),
(8,4)-(7,4), (7,11)-(6,11), (7,9)-(6,9), (7,6)-(6,6), (7,4)-(6,4),
(9,4)-(8,4), snd (9,6)-(8,6).
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